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Abstract: Social media has become more popular these days due to widely used instant messaging.
Nevertheless, rumor propagation on social media has become an increasingly important issue. The
purpose of this study is to investigate the impact of various features in social media on rumor
detection, propose a dual co-attention-based multi-feature fusion method for rumor detection, and
explore the detection capability of the proposed method in early rumor detection tasks. The proposed
BERT-based Dual Co-attention Neural Network (BDCoNN) method for rumor detection, which uses
BERT for word embedding. It and simultaneously integrates features from three sources: publishing
user profiles, source tweets, and comments. In the BDCoNN method, user discrete features and
identity descriptors in user profiles are extracted using a one-dimensional convolutional neural
network (CNN) and TextCNN, respectively. The bidirectional gate recurrent unit network (BiGRU)
with a hierarchical attention mechanism is used to learn the hidden layer representation of tweet
sequence and comment sequence. A dual collaborative attention mechanism is used to explore the
correlation among publishing user profiles, tweet content, and comments. Then the feature vector
is fed into classifier to identify the implicit differences between rumor spreaders and non-rumor
spreaders. In this study, we conducted several experiments on the Weibo and CED datasets collected
from microblog. The results show that the proposed method achieves the state-of-the-art performance
compared with baseline methods, which is 5.2% and 5% higher than the dEFEND. The F1 value is
increased by 4.4% and 4%, respectively. In addition, this paper conducts research on early rumor
detection tasks, which verifies the proposed method detects rumors more quickly and accurately
than competitors.

Keywords: social media; rumor detection; co-attention; BERT; early rumor detection

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the mobile Internet, various online social media have
become an indispensable part of our daily lives. Twitter, Weibo (Sina Micro-blog), and other
social media have the characteristics of instant sharing, easy publishing, and content that
do not need to be reviewed. A large number of users are likely to use social media to spread
fake information; therefore, internet rumors are becoming a more serious social problem
than ever before. In the context of social media, rumors can be defined as unverified
speech published by users on social media platforms and spread through the internet [1].
Rumors frequently emerge for certain phenomena and topics, e.g., public health issues
and elections [2]. For example, COVID-19 is still a global pandemic issue. To fight against
COVID-19, people are encouraged to drink bleach to prevent coronavirus. However,
this is a very harmful guidance rumor. For people who decide to take actions based on
health advice found online, it is often difficult for them to understand potential risks from
disinformation [3]. To solve the problem of the flood of rumors on social media, social
platform companies and government agencies mostly use conventional manual detection
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methods, that is, they rely on human experts to detect rumors [4,5]; however, the labor cost
of these conventional methods is high.

With the development of automatic rumor detection research, more researchers are
focusing on methods based on machine learning with feature engineering. Gao et al. [6]
regarded rumor detection as a binary classification problem with supervised learning;
Zhang et al. [7] used a variety of potential features such as opinions and emotional po-
larity in the comments; Zhao et al. [8] used regular expressions to match the questioning
information in the text; Ma et al. [9] used dynamic time series models and support vector
machine (SVM) to detect rumors. However, feature engineering needs to consume a great
deal of manpower, material resources, and time. Additionally, those methods mostly rely
on the information collected at the later stage of rumor spread, such as emotional polarity,
questioning, and refutation, which results in a lag for rumor detection.

In recent years, deep learning methods have been widely used to obtain feature repre-
sentations of text contents of rumors instead of conventional machine learning methods.
For example, Ma et al. [10] used recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to process text sequence
data for rumor detection. Natali et al. [11] used Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
to acquire group behavior of participating users, and modeled text contents using Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM). Tu et al. [12] proposed a novel rumor detection framework
with joint text and propagation structure representation learning. Yuan et al. [13] improved
CNN-based model and proposed a dilated-block-based convolutional network to detect
rumor. Xu et al. [14] proposed a rumor detection method that utilizes both GCN and GNN
to update text-level and word-level features. Although these rumor detection methods have
achieved good performance, rumor detection is a comprehensive task involving features
from different sources, such as user profiles, source tweets, and associated comments,
which would be benefit for rumor detection. However, it is challenging to make full use of
these features to timely and effectively recognize and curb the rumors before they break out.

Considering existing problems in current rumor detection methods, such as unsatis-
factory representation of potential text features, inadequate use of information at the initial
stage of rumor spreading, and the lag in rumor detection, this paper proposes a BERT-based
Dual Co-attention Neural Network (BDCoNN) integrating features from publishing user
profiles, tweets, and comments. The contributions of our study are as follows:

1. The proposed method acquires user characteristics from user profiles, and extracts
key features from source tweets and comments using BERT and hierarchical attention
mechanisms.

2. A dual collaborative attention mechanism is proposed to explore the correlation
between publishing user profiles and tweet contents, and between tweet contents and
associated comments.

3. The experimental results on Weibo, CED, and other datasets show that the proposed
method significantly improves the performance of rumor detection, and performs
well in early rumor detection tasks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, relevant methods
for rumor detection on social media are reviewed; in Section 3 the proposed BDCoNN
method is systematically elaborated; in Section 4, the experiment and results are presented;
in Section 5, the study is summarized and future work is proposed.

2. Related Works

In recent years, rumor detection on social media has attracted wide attention. Rumor
detection methods can be divided into the following categories.

2.1. Content-Based Methods

Zhang et al. [7] developed a method to detect rumors using features related to emo-
tional polarity and social influence. Zhao [8] classified rumor posts by matching query
phrases with regular expression. Ma et al. [10] acquired relevant semantic features of text
sequences using an RNN, and alleviated the problems of gradient disappearance and gradi-
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ent explosion using LSTM and a gated recurrent unit (GRU). Chen et al. [15] combined the
attention mechanism with an RNN to learn hidden representations by capturing the long-
distance dependencies of tweet sequences. Ma et al. [16] proposed a generative adversarial
network (GAN) model based on RNN for rumor detection, which simulated irrelevant
feature changes of rumors in a time sequence using a generator, and used adversarial
training to improve the capability of the discriminator.

2.2. User-Based Methods

Yang et al. [17] developed an SVM classifier for rumor detection using features from
user profiles, such as geographical location and authentication information of users on
the Sina Weibo platform. Shu et al. [18] considered information such as user political
complexion and personal profile pictures for rumor detection, and verified that observable
differences exist in user characteristics between rumor spreaders and non-rumor spreaders.
Liu et al. [19] used CNN and RNN to capture the global and local changes of user character-
istics along the propagation path to detect fake news. Castillo et al. [20] designed statistical
features based on Twitter contents, such as emotion score and text length, and used the
changes of some user characteristics in the message life cycle to classify and detect rumors
with the decision tree algorithm.

2.3. Hybrid Methods

Natali et al. [11] modeled news contents using LSTM, and acquired the group behavior
of participating users using SVD algorithm. Jin et al. [21] used the pre-trained VGG-19
model to extract visual features, which were combined with text and social context features
to classify rumors. Qi et al. [22] proposed a multi-domain visual rumor detection model,
which combined visual features in frequency domain and pixel domain to classify and
detect rumors from both physical and semantic levels. Shu et al. [23] proposed a fake
news detection model that learned the correlation between long twitter text and comments,
and explored the interpretability of the false news detection model. Zhou et al. [24] designed
an early rumor detection model, including a rumor detection module and a checkpoint
module. The rumor detection module is composed of a word embedding layer, a maximum
pooling layer, and a gated neural unit.

2.4. Propagation-Based Methods

Bian et al. [25] introduced a graph convolutional network (GCN) to explore the mecha-
nisms of top-down and bottom-up rumor propagation. Ma et al. [26] proposed a tree-based
RNN based on the non-sequential propagation mechanisms of tweets to classify and detect
rumors. Lu et al. [27] used GCN to capture the information of direct or indirect neighbor
nodes to simulate potential interaction of users. At the same time, they used a dual collabo-
ration attention mechanism to capture user interaction and the correlation between original
text and user profiles to detect fake news. Although the above research has achieved
good performance for rumor detection, some problems still exist. For example, word2vec
and Glove are widely used in text semantic representation but they cannot be used to
solve the polysemy problem. Additionally, in some studies, researchers have typically
focused on one or two aspects of features. Methods such as those in [28] rely heavily on
manually acquired features, and methods such as those in [23] ignore user profile features.
Moreover, methods such as those in [25] rely on the propagation and diffusion of GCN
node information, and a lag exists in rumor detection.

3. Bdconn Method for Rumor Detection

The proposed BDCoNN method uses features from user profiles, original tweets,
and corresponding comments to detect rumors. The BDCoNN consists of four modules:

(1) User feature module. This module is used to quantify user information and extract its
vector representation.
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(2) Source text encoding module. This module is used to generate the vector representa-
tion of the publisher’s source text.

(3) Comment feature extraction module. This module is used to extract the sentence
vector representation from the user’s comments.

(4) Dual co-attention module. This module is used to extract the correlation between user
profiles and source tweets, and the correlation between source tweets and comments.

The overall network model architecture is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Overall network model architecture.

3.1. User Feature Module

Different from traditional news media, such as newspapers, radio, and television, on-
line social media has unique characteristics, that is, users are the mainstay on social media,
and each user may be the publisher of rumors; therefore, research on user information
is very important. Rumor disseminators and non-rumor information disseminators have
different characteristics [29]. According to Liu’s work [28], to evade relevant liability, some
rumor mongers use certified accounts to release rumors, whereas normal users use certified
accounts to improve their popularity. Additionally, rumor bloggers who profit from We
Media hope to gain more fans, and simultaneously, they publicize some fake business
information in their personal descriptions. Moreover, social media users may also be social
robots that maliciously spread information. In summary, in social media, user profiles can
reflect user behavior characteristics and user-influence on the public. Table 1 shows several
examples of user information in this study. User information or a user profile is mostly
composed of user discrete information and user descriptions.

3.1.1. User Discrete Information

For gender, account authentication, and other discrete values, one-hot coding approach
is adopted. For other discrete information, such as the number of followers, because a user
who has a high influence on the public has more followers than ordinary users, maximum
and minimum normalization is adopted to eliminate the influence caused by extreme
values. The standard normalization formula is described as follows:

x
′
=

{
logx−logxmin

logxmax−logxmin
, x > 0

0, x = 0
(1)
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where x represents the value before normalization, x
′

represents the normalized standard
value, xmax and xmin represent the maximum and minimum values in the dataset, respec-
tively. Because CNN focuses on local information, one-dimensional convolution is used to
process the input user information. The width of the one-dimensional convolution kernel
is set to the width of the user information matrix to extract overall features and learn
the sequence correlation of user profile features. For the input user information matrix
Xi =

{
ui1, ui2, ..., uin

}
, the user feature formula generated by one-dimensional convolution

is expressed as as eigenvector Vui:

Vui = ReLU(Wui · Xu + b) (2)

where ReLU is the activation function, Wui is the weight matrix, b is the bias term.

Table 1. Examples of social media user information.

User Name User Discrete Information User Description

Sogou input method

bi_followers_count:368

friends_count: 693

followers_count:2985442

statuses_count:6980

favourites_count:490

comments_count:45

[Sogou input method smart
version 2.0] lick on the light
bulb or the number “0” to
trigger, the software, film
and television music, and the
website will be available
immediately after input;
Chameleon, perceives the input
environment, changes the color,
and provides more accurate
input candidates. download link:
xxx[Business Cooperation]
QQ: xxx

Guangzhou part-time
full-time official website

bi_followers_count:435

friends_count: 1516

followers_count:636767

statuses_count:8285

favourites_count:13

comments_count:72

For companies to post
recruitment information or
part-time full-time recruitment,
please contact QQ: xxx, and
release the latest and most
complete Guangzhou part-time
full-time internship information
every day. All the information
released is free of card charges
[please add QQ directly, not
private messages]

bi_followers_count: the number of bi-directional followers.

3.1.2. User Descriptions

For the text content in the user identity descriptions, the BERT model is used in the
word embedding layer. After user descriptions pass through the TextCNN, the results are
concatenated with the discrete user feature vector extracted by the one-dimensional CNN
to obtain the overall representation of user information.

The BERT model based on a self-attention mechanism uses a bidirectional transformer
structure in the pre-training phase of language models [30]. Compared with word2vec,
it overcomes the unidirectional limitations. It is a very effective algorithm to obtain text
feature representation. This module uses the BERT-base-Chinese model with 768-dimension
for text feature extraction, and uses the output of the penultimate layer of the encoder as the
word vector representation. The user description text Ud =

{
ud1, ud2, ..., udn

}
is a sequence

of text with fixed length Tu. If text is too long, it is truncated; if text is insufficient, some
text is padded. Then, after token embedding, position embedding and segment embedding
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are added to obtain vector representation of the user descriptions Eu ∈ RTu×H , where H is
the feature vector dimension and

Eu = EToken + ESegment + EPosition (3)

A user description is different from paragraphs or articles, and its syntax and semantics
are difficult to understand. Our user feature module uses TextCNN [31] to extract features
from user descriptions since it has a strong capability of extracting local features of short
text. For an input matrix of size Tu × H, the kernel of Wud ∈ Rh×H and Xi:i+H−1 are used to
perform the convolution operation, where h is the filter size and is set to 2, 3, and 4. Xi:i+H−1
is obtained using the input matrix from row i to row i + H − 1. Then the eigenvector Vud is
obtained as

Vud = f (Wud · Xi:i+H−1 + b) (4)

where b is the bias term and f is a nonlinear function. Finally, the eigenvectors are obtained
from the user discrete information Vui and user description Vud are concatenated to obtain
the overall vector representation of user profile features U ∈ RTu×2H ,

U = Vui
⊕

Vud (5)

3.2. Source Text Encoding Module and Comment Feature Extraction Module

Compared with regular text, rumors contain more deliberate and inflammatory expres-
sions. Simultaneously, there are doubts about these expression and refutations in comments.
It is beneficial to improve the accuracy of rumor detection by capturing the correlation
between these key items of semantic information. The first step is to preprocess the data
that includes source tweets and comments, and remove redundant information, such as
URL links and the meaningless expression “repost” in comments. Then, according to the
characteristics of real social media microblogs with limited content length, a hierarchical
attention mechanism is introduced to learn the weights of key features from word level
and sentence level, respectively

Source tweets are modeled as follows. Source tweets are considered as a set of short
text I =

{
s1, s2, ..., sn

}
as input. A fixed length Ts is set for tweet sentence si, where

si =
{

w1, w2, ..., wTs

}
composed of Ts words. BERT model is used to extract the word vector

representation Es =
{

e1, e2, ..., eTs

}
, where ei ∈ RTs×H . GRU is used to address the issue of

gradient disappearance for a long sequence. Word-level timing information and semantic
information in microblog data are mined from two directions using BiGRU as follows,

ht = BiGRU(et) (6)

where ht is a hidden vector that contains forward and backward information. Then an
attention mechanism is introduced to learn the weight of key features in the hidden vector.
The calculation process is given as follows, and the attention layer is shown in Figure 2.

yi = tanh(Wy · hi + b) (7)

αi =
exp(yiWα)

∑n
j=1 exp(yjWα)

(8)

si =
Ts

∑
1

αihi (9)

The output ht of BiGRU is weighted. Different weights αi are specified so that the
model can focus on the key sequence information. The vector representation yi of the
hidden sequence ht is obtained through the fully connected layer, and then the weight αi is
calculated according to yi. Finally, the source text vector representing siis obtained, and the
final source text is represented as S ∈ RT

s × 2H.
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sns2s1 ... sns2s1 ...

BiGRU BiGRU BiGRU...

... ...

sns2s1 ...

BiGRU BiGRU BiGRU...

... ...

Figure 2. Attention layer.

In this study, comments are modeled as follows. Rumor information is highly contro-
versial, and it typically induces heated discussions to expand social influence to achieve
the profit purpose. People express their emotions and opinions on the rumor information,
such as words of doubt and correction that appear frequently in the microblog of the rumor,
for example, “Is it true?” and “The news is not true”. This kind of information is a very
useful for rumor identification. The comments of microblog events are modeled as long
text R =

{
c1, c2, ..., cz

}
, that is, z comments corresponding to the source text are selected

to form a long text, where ci =
{

w1, w2, ..., wTc

}
, Tc is the fixed length of the selected

comments. The final input for the module is a long text L =
{

R1, R2, ..., Rn
}

. The modeling
process of word-level vector representation for comments is the same as that for source
text. The sentence representation can be described as vi = ∑Tc

1 βihi, which is similar to the
feature representation of the level in the processing of long text [32]. BiGRU is used as the
encoder to extract the sentence context information from two directions:

ci = BiGRU(vi) (10)

3.3. Dual Co-Attention Module

Previous studies have indicated that a few influential and badly motivated users play
a leading role in spreading rumors [29]. The degree of repercussions they arouse after
publishing rumors is related to their user behavior characteristics and influence on the
public. A user feature module is proposed to extract the representation of user behavior
and influence to simulate user portraits, to a certain extent. Simultaneously, for rumors
released by the user and the user itself, leveraging the idea of the correlation between
image and text in the VQA task [33], and the idea of its expansion [27], this paper proposed
a collaborative attention mechanism that captures the association between source tweet
and user profile. Similarly, a collaborative attention mechanism was proposed to capture
the association between the source text and the comments. Both attention mechanisms
are used to obtain the hidden representation of the entire event for rumor classification.
The model details are shown in Figure 3.

To obtain the collaborative attention between the source tweet and user profiles,
the correlation matrix P is first calculated as a new feature:

P = tanh(UTWxS) (11)

where Wx ∈ RTu×Ts is a weight matrix. Using the correlation matrix P ∈ R(2H×2H),
the attention distribution of U and S can be predicted.

Hu = tanh(WuU + (WsS)PT)Hs = tanh(WsS + (WuU)P) (12)
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where Wu ∈ Rk×Tu and Ws ∈ Rk×Ts are weight matrices. The correlation matrix P converts
the user feature attention space to the source text attention space, and PT performs the
opposite conversion. The attention weights au and as of the source text and user features
are calculated by a so f tmax function, described as follows,

au = so f tmax(wT
hu Hu)as = so f tmax(wT

hsHs) (13)

where au and as are the attention probabilities of each user profile and source text, re-
spectively. whu and whs ∈ R1×k are weight matrices. Finally, the attention vectors of user
profile features û and source text ŝ can be obtained as a weighted summation of the output
attention weights, described as follows:

û =
Tu

∑
i=1

au
i ui, ŝ =

Ts

∑
j=1

as
j s

j (14)

where û ∈ R1×2H and ŝ ∈ R1×2H are user profile feature vectors and source text feature
vectors, respectively, which are learned using co-attention mechanisms. The collaborative
attention mechanism between the source text S ∈ RTs×2H and the user comment C ∈
RTc×2H is processed in the same manner as the collaborative attention mechanism between
the user profiles and the source text, the details are omitted here.

unu2u1 ... sns2s1 ...

Figure 3. User-source co-attention module.

3.4. Prediction

The dual cooperative attention mechanism is used to obtain the user profile fea-
tures û source text features ŝ, and comment featurs ĉ for rumor detection. Assume
γ =

[[
û, ŝ
]
,
[
ŝ, ĉ
]]

, then
ŷ = so f tmax(MLP(γ)) (15)

MLP is used to compress the dimension of the input feature vector to the same feature
dimension as the number of categories, and then the feature vectors are classified using
so f tmax. Cross entropy is used as the loss function:

loss = −ylog(ŷ1)− (1− y)log(1− ŷ0) (16)

4. Experiment Results and Analysis
4.1. Dataset

Publicly available Weibo dataset and CED dataset were used in the experiment.
The Weibo dataset is a rumor event dataset published by Ma et al. [9], who used a mi-
croblog API to collect a large amount of rumor events from the Sina microblog community
management center, and used crawlers to collect and extract non-rumor events. The CED
dataset was proposed by Song et al. [34]. Similar to the Weibo dataset, it also contains user
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information, original microblog, and associated comments. The statistics of the datasets are
shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The statistics of the dataset.

Statistics Weibo CED

User 2,746,818 1,278,567
Posts 3,805,656 1,392,561

Events 4664 3387
Rumors 2313 1538

Non-Rumors 2351 1849

4.2. Baseline Methods

The following baseline methods were selected for comparison with the proposed
method:

(1) TextCNN [31]: TextCNN uses character-level word2vec to convert microblog events
that are composed of source text and comments into vectors. A CNN is utilized
to process these vectors, in which multiple convolution filters are used to capture
features with different granularities.

(2) HAN [32]: HAN uses word-level word2vec to map Weibo events into vector repre-
sentations. Its hierarchical attention network structure assigns different attentions
to words and sentences. A “word-sentence-event” hierarchical structure is used to
represent an event.

(3) GRU-2 [9]: GRU-2 arranges the posts in each microblog in chronological order. Using
the time interval generation algorithm, the posts are roughly divided into N parts
with the same interval. A two-layer GRU network is used, and its input is the TF-IDF
values of the text in the current time interval.

(4) dEFEND [23]: dEFEND is a collaborative attention model for learning the association
between long news and its comments. dEFEND captures the top-K important sen-
tences in long news through a hierarchical attention mechanism. These important
news sentences and their associated comments are used to generate a representation
of the microblog.

(5) TextGCN [35]: TextGCN constructs the corpus into a graph, uses one-hot encoding
to process words and documents, and uses TF-IDF values as the weights of the
document-word edge to capture global word co-occurrence information, and the
relationship between documents and words.

(6) BERT [30]: BERT is a pre-training language model based on a transformer, and uses
MLM to generate a deep bidirectional language representation, which performs well
in multiple NLP tasks. In its implementation, feature vectors extracted by BERT are
input to the fully connected layer to categorize microblog rumor events.

4.3. Experimental Evaluation Index

In this study, to evaluate the performance of the methods for rumor detection, four
evaluation metrics were selected: Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1 value.

(1) Accuracy: It is defined as the proportion of the correctly predicted events among
all events.

(2) Precision: It represents the proportion of actual rumors among all events predicted to
be rumors.

(3) Recall: It indicates the proportion of correctly predicted rumors in all actual rumors.
(4) F1: It is a weighted harmonic average of the Precision and Recall, which is a compre-

hensive consideration of Precision and Recall.
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4.4. Experimental Setup

The method is developed on the PyTorch platform in Linux x86_64, GTX2080Ti system.
The dataset is divided into three parts: training set, verification set, and test set according
to the ratio of 80%, 10%, and 10%. The pre-trained BERT model with 12 layers and
768 dimensions is utilized to extract vectors, and the output of the penultimate layer in
BERT is taken as the text representations. The filter size of CNN in user feature module
is set to 2, 3, and 4. In the text encoding module and comment feature extraction module,
the input size and output size of bi-gru are set to 768. The Adam algorithm is used to
optimize the parameters of the networks. The learning rate is set to 1 × 10−5, and the
learning rate decreased adaptively. Epoch is set to 10 and if the loss does not decrease
within 10 epochs, the training process is stopped immediately.

4.5. Experimental Results and Analysis
4.5.1. Rumor Detection Performance

To verify the effectiveness of proposed method, this paper compared the rumor
detection performance between our method and baseline methods. Comparison results
are shown in Table 3. The category (class) was divided into R (rumor) and N (non-rumor).
The accuracies of proposed BDCoNN on the Weibo and CED datasets are 0.957 and 0.946,
respectively, which are 3.9% and 1.9% higher than BERT, and 5.2% and 5% higher than the
dEFEND method. The proposed method achieves better rumor detection performance than
baseline methods. Additionally, the experimental results in Table 3 show that, compared
with the best baseline method, the proposed method improves the F1 value of rumor
detection by 4% and 2% on the Weibo and CED datasets, respectively. Moreover, the results
show that HAN performs poorly for rumor detection using source text and comments.
One of the possible reasons is that the structure of Chinese sentences is different from
that of naturally separated English sentences, which may impact the performance of data
preprocessing. For Chinese sentences, Jieba should be used to cut sentences, identify stop
words, and remove some special symbols, which inevitably causes a lack of information
and impacts the classification performance. Other traditional word segmentation methods
also limit the performance of HAN. The dEFEND method distinguishes the source tweets
from the comments, and learns the sequence vector representation separately. However, it
uses a preprocessing method, which is similar to that in HAN. A great amount of effective
information is lost. The TextCNN method uses character-level vectors, and the extracted
feature information is relatively sufficient. However, special symbols are included, which
impact detection performance. In this method, CNN is used to capture local information,
resulting in some limitations when detect rumors on social media. It is necessary to consider
time information to improve rumor detection performance.

The results also show that GRU-2 is better than TextCNN and HAN on detection
accuracy. GRU-2 considers the time information in the microblog, and performs modeling
and analysis on text sequence data to obtain the hidden features of the rumor context,
which changes over time. However, it does not use a large amount of user information
in real social media. TextGCN converts the text into more general unstructured graph,
in which convolution kernel acts on all nodes of the entire graph. The overfitting issue can
be effectively avoided, and it achieves the same performance as GRU-2. The BERT model
benefits from a powerful self-attention mechanism and MLM method, which enable it to
capture two-directional features of text. It achieves a high performance in classification
but it does not consider the relevance of rumors in social media to users. The proposed
BDCoNN method makes full use of various information, such as user information, source
text, and comments. It collaboratively learns the joint representation of the three types of
information, which solves the problem of low generalization for rumor detection on social
media. The following ablation experiments are conducted to prove this point.
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Table 3. Comparison of experimental results table.

Method Class
Weibo CED

Accuracy Precison Recall F1 Accuracy Precison Recall F1

HAN [32] R 0.845 0.834 0.852 0.847 0.852 0.853 0.865 0.859
N 0.860 0.843 0.851 0.885 0.842 0.863

TextCNN [31] R 0.875 0.883 0.854 0.868 0.871 0.859 0.867 0.863
N 0.867 0.893 0.880 0.888 0.881 0.885

GRU-2 [9] R 0.910 0.876 0.916 0.898 0.906 0.890 0.916 0.898
N 0.952 0.864 0.906 0.913 0.898 0.905

dEFEND [23] R 0.905 0.863 0.923 0.892 0.896 0.873 0.909 0.891
N 0.940 0.891 0.915 0.912 0.902 0.907

TextGCN [35] R 0.881 0.960 0.842 0.897 0.899 0.896 0.892 0.894
N 0.790 0.944 0.860 0.896 0.892 0.904

BERT [30] R 0.918 0.954 0.881 0.916 0.927 0.895 0.951 0.926
N 0.887 0.956 0.920 0.960 0.897 0.928

BDCoNN R 0.957 0.943 0.969 0.956 0.946 0.916 0.978 0.946
N 0.970 0.947 0.959 0.978 0.918 0.947

Values in bold represent the best result in each category among all methods.

4.5.2. Ablation Experiments

A series of ablation experiments were conducted to illustrate the influence of each
module in the proposed method on the rumor detection task. The experimental results are
shown in Figure 4. BDCoNN denotes a complete model that uses all modules. The ablation
experiments are organized as follows,

(1) BDCoNN-User: In this experiment, the user feature module was removed, and only
the source text and its corresponding comments were considered. The vector repre-
sentation through the dual co-attention module is obtained, then feed into MLP and
softmax layer for rumor prediction.

(2) BDCoNN-Source-Dual: In this experiment, the source text encoding module and the
dual co-attention module were removed. The hidden vector extracted from the user
feature module was concatenated with the comment hidden vector, which was input
into the fully connected layer and softmax layer for rumor detection.

(3) BDCoNN-Comment: In this experiment, the comment feature extraction module was
removed, and only the user profile information and the source text were encoded.
The correlation between the user feature and the source text feature was learned using
the co-attention mechanism, and the results were feed into MLP and softmax layer
for classification.

(4) BDCoNN-Dual-Co: In this experiment, the dual co-attention module was removed.
The feature vectors of user profiles, source text, and comments were concatenated,
and then feed into MLP layer and softmax layer for classification.

Figure 4 shows the ablation experiment results on two datasets. The results show
that after user features are removed, the model is less affected on the CED dataset than
that on the Weibo dataset. One of the reasons is that approximately 3% of user data is
missing in the CED dataset in the data preprocessing stage, which results in an insufficient
contribution to model performance. When the source text encoding module and the
dual co-attention module are eliminated, the performance of the model decreases, with a
decrease of 4.03% and 6.48% on the Weibo and CED datasets, respectively, which clearly
demonstrates the importance of source text for rumor detection. After the dual co-attention
module is removed, the reduction in the model performance is the second only to that
of BDCoNN-Source-Dual, which indicates that the dual co-attention mechanism makes
distance-related semantic information close to each other. It can be used to distinguish
the rumor and non-rumor groups, thus improving performance. The experiment on the
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BDCoNN-Comment module also indicates that the characteristics of comments are of great
significance for rumor detection.
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Figure 4. Results of the ablation experiments on the Weibo and CED datasets.

4.5.3. Early Rumor Detection

The best scenario for rumor detection is to identify a rumor before the outbreak and
reduce its harm. The goal of early rumor detection is to identify a rumor at the initial stage of
rumor spreading. To evaluate the effectiveness of BDCoNN in early rumor detection tasks,
a new test set is developed, including publishing user profiles, source tweets, and the com-
ments provided by the first 30 people. The experimental results are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

Figures 5 and 6 show that the proposed BDCoNN is significantly better than the
baseline methods for early rumor detection. Even when there are no comments, the accu-
racy of rumor detection still reaches 94.64% and 92.35% on the Weibo and CED datasets,
respectively. Compared with dEFEND, GRU-2, and HAN, the proposed method relies
less on microblog information within the time range. This demonstrates that BDCoNN
alleviates the reliance on rich microblog information for detection, whereas the baseline
methods require such information. BDCoNN effectively solves the lag problem in detection,
and achieves the highest performance in the shortest time, which is of great significance for
the early rumor detection.
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Figure 5. Accuracy of early rumor detection on the Weibo dataset.
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Figure 6. Accuracy of CED’s early rumor detection.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this study, a dual co-attention based multi-feature fusion method for rumor de-
tection is proposed. This method is used to detect rumors on social media by modeling
discrete and continuous user profile data to obtain the hidden layer sequence representation.
Additionally, rich semantic information in source text and comments is captured using
BERT. Moreover, BiGRU is used to learn the context-related information in the sequence,
and the dual co-attention mechanism is finally introduced to obtain the relevant hidden
layer sequence representation of the user profiles, source text, and comments for rumor
detection. We investigated the influence of various features in social media on the detection
of rumors. The ablation study further demonstrates that each module in our model is
indispensable for rumor detection. On the real-world datasets of Weibo and CED, the pro-
posed rumor detection method outperformed the baseline models. In early rumor detection
tasks, the proposed method performs better than state-of-the-art methods. There are also
several limitations in our work. In some more professional topics such as finance, public
health issues, etc., the accuracy of the method may be affected when the method is used to
detect rumors in some professional areas such as finance, public health, etc. Additionally,
we trained the neural network on the Chinese social media datasets only, which results
in low generalization performance. Further research should explore contrastive learning
of unsupervised or self-supervised learning for rumor detection, and consider how to
improve the model generalizability for datasets with a small scale and inconsistent data
structure.
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